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Resumen

Este estudio está centrado en la descripción de la forma en que cuatro TEFL

estudiantes de cuarto semestre en la Universidad Interactiva de Colombia (UIC) usan la

lengua escrita cuando interactúan asincrónicamente, o más específicamente, cuando

utilizan una herramienta de comunicación mediada por el computador como es un foro

de discusión en línea.

Cuatro estudiantes (dos mujeres y dos hombres) fueron escogidos para estudiar

si había algunas semejanzas o diferencias en los mensajes electrónicos que ellos

publicaron o contestaron en el foro de discusión en línea. Analizamos veinte mensajes

de nuestros participantes usando una rúbrica que diseñamos con las características de

los textos epistolares y expositivos a partir de los estudios publicados por Herrings

(1996). Los hallazgos de nuestro estudio indican que los mensajes escritos por parte de

las participantes femeninas estuvieron marcados por la inclusión de rasgos de los textos

epistolares, mientras las características del los mensajes escritos por parte de los

participantes masculinos se distinguieron por su frecuente uso de rasgos de los textos

expositivos.

Desde una perspectiva sociolingüística, nuestros hallazgos sugieren que los

mensajes de nuestras participantes femeninas estuvieron principalmente orientados

hacia la construcción y el fomento de las relaciones sociales en contraste con los de

nuestros participantes masculinos, cuyo propósito fue más informativo.

Las implicaciones de nuestro estudio para la educación de la lengua inglesa

incluyen la importancia de que los profesores sean conscientes de los diferentes estilos

de escritura utilizados por los aprendices y actúen en consecuencia, ya sea con



explicaciones individualizadas o incluyendo explícitamente en sus clases las

características y usos de los distintos estilos de escritura.



Abstract

This study is centered on describing how four fourth-semester TEFL students at

the Universidad Interactiva de Colombia (UIC) use written language when interacting

asynchronously in an online discussion forum.

Four focal students (two female and two male) were chosen in order to analyze

whether or not there were any similarities or differences in the electronic messages they

posted or replied to in the online discussion forum. Twenty of our focal participants’

messages were analyzed using a rubric about the characteristics of epistolary and

expository texts based on Herrings’ research (1996).

Findings point out that the characteristics of the female participants` written

English messages were marked by a prevalent inclusion of features from epistolary

texts, while the male’s characteristics of written English were distinguished by their

frequent use of the particular features from expository texts.

From a sociolinguistic perspective, our findings suggest that our female

participants` messages tended to be more socially oriented or aimed at building rapport,

compared to those published by our male participants, whose purpose was to inform or

give report.

Implications of our study for ELT education include that teachers should be

aware of the different writing styles learners use and take action accordingly, either by

individualized instruction or by explicitly teaching students about writing styles and

their purposes.
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Statement of the Problem and Research Question

Nowadays, the English language learning and teaching processes are based on the idea of

facilitating learners’ achievement of the communicative competence, understood as the ability to

use language correctly and appropriately to accomplish different communication goals or speech

acts.

According to the Common European Framework of Reference for Languages (CEFRL),

the expected outcome from the English language learning process should be the learners’ ability

to communicate efficiently in both the written and the spoken forms. What is more, the National

Program of Bilingualism, known as Colombia Bilingüe states that “to be competent in another

language is essential in a globalized world, which demands better communication, to open

frontiers, to understand other contexts, (…), to understand and make yourself understood, to

enrich your being and play a decisive role in the development of the country (translated by

Sánchez 2008, p. 2 of Estándares Básicos en Competencias en Lenguas Extranjeras: Inglés).”

The Ministerio de Educacion Nacional (MEN) is committed to providing the Colombian

citizens with opportunities to develop the communicative competence in another language. To

accomplish this goal, the Common European Framework of Reference for Languages: Learning,

Education and Evaluation, document developed by the Council of Europe, has been adapted to

the national context by the MEN so as to establish what the Colombian students must know and

be able to do in order to demonstrate a level of domain in a foreign language.
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For the different populations of the educational system the MEN proposes different levels

of language domain. For instance, the minimal level for any student who graduates from high

school will be B1 level and college education the minimal level will be B2

In the particular case of newly graduated students language teaching programs, according

to MEN handbook: “The Basic standards of Competences in Foreign Languages: English”, they

must achieve a C1 proficiency level in the English language.

The C1 level is called: Effective Operational Proficiency level and what characterizes this

level is a good proficiency in the communicative competence, which involves the writing sub-

competence. In other words, the future English as a foreign language (EFL) teachers must be

able to communicate in a seamless and spontaneous way, as illustrated in the following

descriptors taken from the Common European Framework for Languages: (1) they write clear,

well-structured texts of complex subjects, highlighting main ideas, and expand at some length to

defend their point of view with additional ideas, reasons and appropriate examples, and end the

text with an appropriate conclusion. (2) They produce a clear, fluent and well structured text, and

have control of organizational structures such as logical connectors.

In the Foreign Language program (FLP) at the Universidad Interactiva de Colombia

(UIC), the language students need to progressively develop their communicative competences as

well as their writing skills. In order to promote the accomplishment of this goal the learners are

offered by the FLP four courses of English language. However, after the fourth semester, the

students do not have more courses of English language and they need to find out new ways and

tools for practicing everyday English. The Computer-Assisted Language Learning (CALL)

course is one of the first content based subjects that the students find in the FLP, and it involves
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the use of different CMC tools, such as chats or forums that can help the language students to

practice and improve their writing skills, and thus their communicative competences.

Though the communicative competence includes different components, for this study, we

will focus particularly on the sociolinguistic competence of four TEFL students. We will center

our attention on specific aspects of the sociolinguistic competence, understood as the socio-

cultural conditions of language use, which includes social conventions rules such as courtesy and

other conventions for ordering the relations among groups. We will also look at the intended

purpose of the written messages sent by our focal participants.

Thus, in order to observe and analyze the sociolinguistic competence shown by our four

TEFL learners, this study was guided by the following research question:

What characterizes the written language used by four fourth-semester TEFL students when
interacting asynchronously in a Computer-Assisted Language Learning course?
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Theoretical Framework

Firstly, in this section we will talk about Information and Communication Technology

(ICT) and its role in education. Secondly, we will present a historical review about the teaching

and learning approach CALL. Thirdly, we will talk about the use of the internet for educational

purposes, such as language learning. Lastly, the theoretical framework conformed by the

findings from relevant research studies to this project will be presented and discussed in order to

shed light about the characteristics of TEFL students’ use of written language when interacting

asynchronous in online discussion forums.

Information and Communication Technology

ICT is an umbrella term that has been defined according to the United Nations

Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO) (2002b) as “the combination of

informatics technology with other related technologies specifically communication technology

(p. 14)”. Information technology is a general term that describes any technology that helps to

generate, manipulate, accumulate, communicate and/or distribute information. Nowadays,

information technology is usually associated with the use of computers. Although there exists a

great number of definitions for Communication Technology we will adopt Stevenson’s (1997)

who defined the term as the study of the Technology used to handle Information and to aid

Communication.

Information and Communication Technology roles in Education

In general, because of the fundamental importance of ICT in modern societies and in

some developed countries, such as the Unites States of America, Germany, Japan or Spain, ICT

has been taken into consideration as one of the building blocks in Education. For some

undeveloped countries Daniels (2002) quoted by Kayode (2007) states that “many countries now

http://portal.unesco.org/education/es/ev.php-URL_ID=48712&URL_DO=DO_TOPIC&URL_SECTION=201.html
http://portal.unesco.org/education/es/ev.php-URL_ID=48712&URL_DO=DO_TOPIC&URL_SECTION=201.html
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regard understanding ICT and mastering the basic skills and concepts of ICT as part of the core

of education, alongside reading, writing and numeracy (p. 2)”. In the particular case of language

learning, ICT with well designed and managed software may certainly provide more

opportunities for learners and teachers’ development of communicative competence.

Information and Communication Technology for Language Teachers

Nowadays, ICT has become one significant tool for language teachers who have been

researching and working on new usages of ICT for a long time in order to encourage

synchronous and asynchronous interaction in Computer-Supported Learning Environments

(CSLE). In other words, language teachers have been using ICT in order to offer language

learners new learning activities that do not require the learners to be present in a classroom

setting. As Davies (2002) explains “the boom period began in the early 1980s with the advent of

microcomputers, which opened up an exciting new range of learning opportunities for students

of languages (p. 1)”.

A Historical view of Computer-Assisted Language Learning

CALL is a teaching and learning approach to foreign languages that focuses on the

implementation of technology in order to facilitate and to enhance the teaching-learning

processes, often based on a social interaction perspective. As Kennedy (2005) comments,

“Computer-Assisted Language Learning is an approach to language teaching and learning in

which computer technology is used as an aid to the presentation, reinforcement and assessment

of material to be learned, usually including a substantial interactive element (p. 1)”.

Examples of CALL were not presented until the 1960s, when a number of different

projects were undertaken to explore how computers could best be used for language instruction
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in higher education. Chapelle (2001) explains, “Computer-based learning activities, called

courseware were developed using programming language and were stored in central processing

unities for students to access as needed (p. 9)”.

Warschauer (1996) offered a perspective of the CALL development in relation to second

language acquisition theories, which were divided into three different phases, as follows: (1)

Behaviorist CALL, (2) Communicative CALL and (3) Integrative CALL.

As Warschauer explains, from a theoretical point of view, the evolution of CALL was

greatly influenced by developments in software programs. First of all, the first CALL perspective

was based on the behaviorist theories of learning in the 50s, which entailed repetitive language

drills. Then, the communicative CALL perspective flew up due to the fact that the previous

CALL programs did not offer enough authentic communication to the learners. Different people,

such as teachers and programmers involved in using or producing CALL materials felt that the

CALL activities should be made more communicative. Thus, the communicative CALL

perspective emerged and it was based on the communicative approach to teaching and learning.

The 1970s and 1980s witnessed the evolution of CALL as a result of the development in research

related to the use of computers for communicating purposes and for creating real language

learning conditions. Lastly, the integrative CALL perspective is the outcome of several

technological advances, such as the internet and multimedia tools, which allow learners to be

interconnected around the world and to exchange a great variety of media; for instance, texts,

pictures, sounds, animations or videos. As in virtual mediums learners cannot use body language

or facial expressions to communicate their feelings, doubts, agreements, perceptions or ideas, it

is usual to use emoticons, pictures or animations for conveying them.
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CALL and the learners’ communicative competence

The communicative competence is a term introduced by Hymes in 1966, reacting against

a supposed lack of Noam Chomsky's (1965) distinction between competence and performance.

Hymes` (1966) original idea was that speakers of a language have to acquire more than the

grammatical competence in order to be able to communicate effectively in a language.

At present, the communicative competence refers to the capability of understanding,

making and interpreting different communicative events or speech acts, bearing in mind not only

the explicit meaning and what is said, but the implications, the implicit or intentional sense, what

the speaker wants to say or convey and what the addressee  understands. In other words, the term

refers to the social, cultural or psychological conventions that determine a particular use of the

language in a given moment. The communicative competence includes three sub-competences:

the linguistic, the pragmatic and the sociolinguistic.

The linguistic competence refers to the knowledge of the language structures and the

lexical, phonological, syntactic and orthographic skills that may allow a speaker to understand

and to produce sentences grammatically correct.

The pragmatic competence has to do with the capability of organizing words in logical

sequences so as to produce sentences or paragraphs and with the ability to understand another

speaker's intended meaning, depending on the context of the utterance and the knowledge about

the status of those involved.

The sociolinguistic competence refers to the knowledge of the social and cultural

conventions that are implicit in the use of the language. As García (2008) explains the
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sociolinguistic competence involves knowing how to produce and understand language in

different sociolinguistic contexts, taking into consideration factors such as the status of

participants, the purpose of the interactions, and the norms or conventions of interactions as well

as the socio-cultural conditions of the language use, which includes social convention rules, such

as courtesy and rules for ordering the relations between groups, and so forth.

Nonetheless, researchers such Rassool (1999) quoted by Chapelle (2002, p. 1) contended

that the nature of the communicative competence will be different in a world where

communication occurs using computers interconnected universally. Writing about the

communicative competence in the 21st century, Rassool points out the following idea:

In a world increasingly driven by (a) the need for innovation through research and
development (R&D), (b) the multileveled changes brought about in our everyday lives as a
result of the nature and speed of technological developments, (c) the volume and range of
information available, and its open accessibility, (d) the multimodal features of electronic
text as well as (e) its interactive nature, we require significantly more than just the ability
to read and write in a functional way but the technological skills.

According to the mentioned above, language learners are entering into a globalized world

in which their communicative competence will be different, involving a technological sub-

competence or electronic literacy, i.e., communication in registers associated with electronic

communication (Warschauer, 2000).

Thus, using language for communication or developing the learners’ communicative

competence through CMC tools in the 21st century will involve more than just the ability for

manipulating sentences to produce grammatical utterances in a controlled situation, but

technological skills, such as typing to be more successful at communication matters.
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While our aim as EFL teachers is to teach language for communication, CALL programs

must apply a communicative methodology that involve learners into a more meaningful

interaction both with the computer and with other people, and not only in manipulating language

structures. As Dhaif (1989) explains, the so-called communicative CALL can provide a lot of fun

and amusement to the learners and can perhaps offer a lot of practice to develop the learners’

grammatical competence, but can never develop their communicative competences with all of its

complex prerequisites. As we are still unable to develop software programs that allow the

computer to make intelligent decisions and interactions, the development of learners’

communicative competence cannot be achieved entirely by simply interacting with software.

Teaching language for communication extends beyond syntax and semantics, and takes

into consideration not only the form of language but also other aspects related to the use of

language, such as the purpose of the interactions. Although at present there are not such

sophisticated software programs that may allow learners to develop their communicative

competences by means of their sole interaction with them, there are a wide range of internet

applications that facilitate learners’ communication with other learners and speakers of the target

language both synchronously and asynchronously through computers.

The Internet for Language Learning

The internet allows language learners to communicate, interact, practice as often as they

want and to exchange messages, opinions and knowledge with their peers, teachers and other

English foreign learners around the world, to participate autonomously in synchronous or

asynchronous discussions (which principally occur through written communication), do their

homework, look for information or conduct investigations, all of this in a virtual medium which

is available twenty-four hours a day.
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As Chapelle (2001) explains, while the first microcomputers of the 1980s provided a tool

for language teachers to explore and explode, the internet of the 1990s provided universal access

to communication. That is, when the first microcomputers could be interconnected worldwide,

“language activities were no longer limited to the classroom settings and to the other students

inside the class, but included communication with learners in other parts of the world – either

learners from specific classes chosen by an instructor or self-selected participants who chose to

spend time in CMC for language learning (Warschauer, 1996 quoted by Chapelle, 2001)”.

The Internet has numerous applications and tools for communication, such as electronic

mail (e-mail), images, sound and video, data and program file transfers, chat groups or online

discussion lists. E-mail which is an application of the Internet can be defined as a form of

asynchronous CMC because it does not require that the recipient of the message is connected at

the same time than the sender. As Warschauer (2003) explains, CMC tools such as “the use of e-

mail exchange to improve language skills has widely recognized (…) "keypals"1 for students and

for promoting student-student correspondence. As the name suggests, sometimes these keypal

partnerships are simply a technologically sophisticated version of a long-standing epistolary

form (p. 72)”. The e-mail can promote authentic communication as students exchange electronic

messages with other learners of their target language.

But the electronic mail is not the only tool available thanks to Internet. The web is an

amazing world in itself and facilitates not only access to unlimited information and software

programs for different purposes, but also the participation in one of the most interesting tools for

social interaction: online discussion forums.

1 Two people who exchange electronic mail for the simple joy of communicating something.
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The Online Discussion Forum

The online discussion forums is a meeting point on the Internet in which a group of

people or students interested in the same subject communicate, interact and exchange opinions,

ideas, doubts, feelings or questions. Participation in an online discussion forum demands

students to become actively engaged with the course contents and through the interaction with

their peers, negotiate the meanings of the contents. In this particular learning medium, the

participants construct their knowledge through collective experiences that each participant brings

to the collaborative discussions (a constructivist perspective).

As Markel (2001) noted, “the online discussion forums allow students to work together in

small groups, to participate in on-going discussions focused on course content, and to "present"

group project products to the rest of the class (p. 1)”. The students who work on an online

discussion forum can make all of this cooperatively or autonomously. The discussion topics can

be synchronized with a web course and based readings can be provided weekly or monthly. What

is more, students can be asked to respond one or two open-ended questions previously planned

by the facilitator so as to elicit information about the topics which could be discussed further in

class. Asking students to respond at least three other students’ comments can initiate an

asynchronous interaction thread among them. In particular, as Bratitsis & Dimitracopoulou

(2008) explain, “asynchronous discussion forums are nowadays widely used in formal or

informal educational contexts and they apply principles of constructivism as well as emphasize

social interaction during the learning activities (P. 1)”. Online discussion forums are now being

applied in the language teaching and learning field, allowing teachers and learners to

communicate and interact directly, inexpensively and confidently among them and with other

people or speakers of their target language 24 hours a day, from school, work or home.
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Asynchronous Interaction

Examples of asynchronous interaction can be found in online discussion forums, which

allow users to compose messages at their own time and pace. Researchers such as Bratitsis &

Dimitracopoulou (2008) studied asynchronous discussion forums as well as computer-based

interaction analysis supporting learning activities. These researchers developed an asynchronous

discussion forum platform called Discussion Interaction Analysis System (DIAS) with integrated

IA2 indicators. Their aim was to support different users such as teachers, learners, researchers

and to facilitate discussion learning activities to the teacher-moderator by implementing a wide

range of IA indicators. Core objective of Bratitsis & Dimitracopoulou`s (2008) study was to

outline the importance of an appropriate interpretation of the IA indicators from a teacher-

moderator perspective; in view of the fact that, a teacher using asynchronous interaction as a

collaborative learning activity, works as a moderator, too.

As Bratitsis & Dimitracopoulou  (2008) explains: “IA indicators consisted of analyzing

the message content by applying proper coding schemes and they introduced certain analysis

dimensions, including user participation, cognitive, metacognitive and interactive behavior by

the teacher-moderator`s part (p. 22)”. Bratitsis & Dimitracopoulou (2008) analyzed quality of

argument; knowledge building through critical thinking, and collaboration learning in

asynchronous interactions. The extent of collaboration in an asynchronous interaction such as the

amount of messages in a thread, thread depth for distinguishing important threads, or number of

words in messages was also analyzed.

2 An emerging field of research, which focuses on analyzing asynchronous interactions among different users
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Bratitsis & Dimitracopoulou (2008) cited the findings from Schellens & Valcke (2005)

point out that intensive discussion and social interactions may lead to multiple knowledge

construction phases. In other words, that social interaction can serve as the process that allows

learners to build up new knowledge. Bratitsis & Dimitracopoulou (2008) reviewed the studies by

Palloff & Pratt (1999) & Reimann (2003), who exposed an important work on the design of

collaborative learning activities, asynchronous interactions in particular, which emphasized the

importance of the moderator’s role and the teaching strategy to be followed. The importance of

intense interaction among the participants, as a prerequisite for the development of critical

thinking and knowledge construction was also reviewed by these researchers. They contended

that “the importance of the interactions of a person within a community is very important in

order to achieve critical, high order thinking along with internal reflection (p. 21)”. That is, when

implementing discourse activities by means of asynchronous interaction, social interactions are

very significant for learners to think critically and to construct a reflective knowledge.

Analyzing the asynchronous interactions of a participant with her comrades, Bratitsis &

Dimitracopoulou (2008) found that the participant posted answers to 14 (35%) of her comrades,

which was considered as a satisfying ratio. Analyzing the Contribution Indicator in Bratitsis &

Dimitracopoulou`s (2008) study, one can notice that this student was the most active, having

written almost 10% (52 out of 533) of the total messages. She also answered to all the students

whose messages she had read, thus appearing to highly contribute to the evolvement of the

asynchronous interactions.

For further analysis, these researchers analyzed the female’s electronic messages. Careful

reading revealed that the content of the messages was rather interesting, well written, and
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documented. In contrast, towards the end of the course a few passive students tried to improve

their situation by writing some small, insignificant messages to the active learners.

Other researchers such as Lawlor (2006) analyzed the kind of electronic messages used

for female and male students in online written texts and which have been related specifically to

gender. Lawlor (2006) analyzed two discourse or text types: the epistolary and the expository.

Expository text, also called informative text, is a kind of writing in which the purpose of

the author is to inform, explain, describe, or define his or her subject to the reader. A well written

expository text should be well focused on its topic and it should provide facts in order to inform

its reader. Moreover, it should be unbiased, accurate and it should use a scholarly third person

tone. Examples of expository writing can be found in essays, magazines, newspaper articles and

many other types of informative writing. Lastly, the expository text intends to inform its reader

by listing events in a chronological order; for instance, cooking instructions, driving directions or

instructions for performing a task. Key words such as first, after, next, then and last usually

indicate a sequential writing.

Epistolary text, also called interactive text, is a kind of writing which contains fixed and

semi fixed linguistic formulae, such as opening and closing conventions (used when writing a

letter) which include dates, salutations, farewells and signatures. As Hatipoğlu (2006) explains

“in written interaction, salutations are described as the units in which writers establish their

relationships with the audience, and as the parts that provide important interpretative clues for a

proper comprehension of the body of the letter (p.34)”. Another feature of the epistolary writing

is that the message appeals to continue with the discussion(s). In addition, epistolary texts are

more focused on conversational turns or interactions rather than in getting stuck into a
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discussion. According to Herring (1996) one last feature of the epistolary texts is “the contentful

message that is framed by moves which link the message to the larger interactive context (p.

84)”. In other words, the contentful message contains the information that is the apparent reason

for which the message or the letter was written. For instance, ‘I am writing because…’ or ‘I am

writing in response to…’ Thus, in turns as in letters, a contentful message is bracketed by moves

that situate the contribution in the ongoing interpersonal interaction. In whole or in part, the body

of the epistolary message includes suggestions, ideas, perceptions, refusals, agreements,

disagreements or feelings. In contrast, the informational and persuasive expository text does not

contain explicitly interactional moves; rather their moves present and develop a discussion.

Lawlor (2006) also explored whether participation, satisfaction, commitment, and

conversational purpose varied by gender; to determine how participation was associated with

gender. In doing so, she explored the interaction patterns of different men and women using

conference networks. The participation rates of both female and male students were

complemented by the kind of messages written by them in order to differentiate epistolary

messages from expository messages. Lawlor (2006) suggested that the epistolary messages

written by women provide more opportunities for interacting with other female learners than

with male learners.

Lawlor (2006) draws from the findings of Herring (1996) to indicate that in CSLE men

exhibit higher participation rates than women, who accept fewer responses from others and do

not control topics of discussion unless the clear majority of participants are female.

Herring´s (1996) study suggests that individual electronic messages are internally

organized passages that can provide useful insights about the structure and function of an
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interaction or communication. Herrings (1996) explored the stereotype that male users are

concerned mainly with the exchange of information, while female users send e-mails principally

to promote and to maintain interpersonal relationships. Part of the Herring’s methodology was to

analyze the schematic structure of electronic messages posted publicly by the participants in two

list-serve discussion groups. In doing so, the electronic messages posted by the participants were

gleaned using a method of linguistic texts analysis. Text linguists such as Longacre (1992) &

Swales (1990) observed that informational texts tend to be organized as expository essays or

reports (usually written), while interactive texts tent to be organized as conversational turns (in

speaking) or personal notes (in writing). Moreover, each one of these text types has a distinctive

schematic organization, or conventional sequence of moves into which the text can be broken

down.

Herrings (1996) findings about the gender stereotype before mentioned aligns with

Tannen (1990) findings, which point out that men prefer to use language in the report function

and women in the rapport function. In other words, that women are more likely to produce

interactive interpersonal communication that men and that men are more likely to produce

informative communication than women.

In her study, Tannen takes a sociolinguistic approach to these gender differences since

she thinks that “because boys and girls grow up in what are essentially different cultures...talk

between women and men is cross-cultural communication (Tannen, p. 18)”. Tannen’s (1990)

findings suggest that women and men have different speech styles. Tannen defines them as

"rapport-talk" and "report-talk," respectively. In her conclusion, she states that the most

important point to consider in studying and learning about gender specific speech styles is that

gender distinctions are built into language use.
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Methodology

Type of Study

This project uses a qualitative approach to research. It can be noted that in qualitative

research the researcher is seen as the most important instrument for gathering and analyzing

information. As Jacob (1988) explains, qualitative research is a scientific approach, in which the

researcher becomes a building block of the whole investigation. This is an important feature of

qualitative research, which according to Smith (1983) differs from quantitative research, which

attempts to displace the researcher from the investigation.

This project is a qualitative case study because it is aimed at gathering real and rich data

from students’ asynchronous interactions in an online discussion forum. It provides descriptive

data and it seeks the understanding of the characteristics of four TEFL students` use written

language when interacting asynchronously. In other words, this project is a case study because it

is aimed at providing an in-depth description of the characteristics of a particular phenomenon or

activity from two groups of CALL students within their real-life contexts, from which a smaller

sample of four focal students will be taken. Case studies are focused on individuals or societal

groups and they are used for investigating an activity or phenomenon of an individual or groups

of people within a real environment. According to Stake (1981), “case studies are investigations

of social units, such as groups, individuals, etc. Case studies are focused on a bounded system,

usually under its natural conditions in order to understand the object of study in all of its

complexity (p. 1)”.

This project also presents a descriptive research, which attempts to analyze thoroughly, in

great detail, and to describe a particular issue, activity or phenomena under investigation. With

reference to Henrichsen (1997), “descriptive research may focus on individual subjects and go
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into great depth and detail in describing them (p. 6)”. In other words, descriptive research

describes data and the characteristics about an individual, population or a phenomenon being

under studied and a piece of scientific writing carried out by the researcher in a natural

environment.

Description of the Setting

To begin with, the UIC is a public institution that provides different educational services

to almost fourteen thousand students in different campuses. The UIC offers undergraduate and

graduate programs, both at Magister and PhD levels. Throughout the Colombian government law

41 of 1958, the UIC was established as the highest cultural expression and cultural heritage of

the region and as an official institution of official character. According to the MEN (2001), the

UIC as an institution of higher education in the Department of Risaralda and the unique with

social characteristics is called to greatly influence the development of this region and the

country. As an institution of higher education, the UIC proposes a mission which is linked to the

society in the fields of science, technology, arts and humanities.

In concordance with the objectives of the Institutional Development Plan, the university

implemented a policy aimed at strengthening the investigative activity involving teachers and

students. The strategy has yielded positive results reflected on approving new projects by

Colciencias that have been supported by entities, such as the Instituto Colombiano para el

Fomento de la Educacion Superior, the Corporación Autónoma Regional de Risaralda and the

MEN.

Despite the technological vocation of the university, several programs for the training of

teachers have flourished, such as the programme in Pedagogy for children, in Mathematics, in
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Communication and Educative Informatics, in Music, in Visuals Arts, in Spanish and Literature,

in Etno-education and lastly the FLP in the Fine Arts faculty. In 1965, the faculty of Fine Arts

was founded and with it an extension for languages was opened, too. But it was in 2004 when the

MEN approved one undergraduate program called: FLP as a response to the cultural and national

community’s needs.

The FLP has been conformed following the national educational policies for forming new

professionals in the teaching of the English language, who must achieve a C1proficiency level

for suitably teaching to the new generation of language learners, who must achieve a B2

proficiency level in the English language so as to contribute to the demands of our shifting

society, which demands competent and communicative speakers of the English language. In the

four first semesters of the FLP, the TEFL students are offered a number of content subjects

dealing with educational issues in Spanish and in English, such as techniques for the oral and

writing communication subject or the English conversation Nº 1 and Nº 2 subject matters so as to

contribute with the improvement of the learners’ communicative competences.

Finally, the students and teachers at the UIC can have support for their different tasks in

the Computer Resources Center or the Foreign Language Institute Lab, which are equipped with

lots of computers to be used for several purposes, such as academic tasks. Or if the students and

teachers prefer, they can go directly to a huge library (to have a more peaceful atmosphere), in

which learners and teachers can find wireless fidelity connections.

Participants

Our study was focused on four fourth-semester TEFL students in the FLP (one male and

one female from groups Nº 1 and Nº 2). We selected these focal students because they were the
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most active users of the online discussion forum, and also because they represented men and

women in equal numbers. We were interested in exploring the written interactions across gender.

Our choice for the most active users of the forum stemmed from our need for specific

characteristics of the messages. For instance, we needed messages that were frequent and rich in

interactive language so that we could analyze the students’ written communicative competences.

The data was collected during the two semesters of the year 2009. The participants were

students who come from private and public high-schools of the region and the country. In most

cases, their schools offered access to computer facilities to the learners. Most of the learners have

access to a computer with internet every day, at home, at the UIC, at cibernets or at their friends’

homes. The participants for this project have received about 180 hours of English language and

according to the CEFRL; they have a B1 proficiency level in the English language. Lastly, they

were students who attended the CALL subject two hours per week as part of the FLP.

Although we collected the written messages from only four focal students, we also

utilized some information from the two CALL groups. On the one hand, the first group was

composed mostly by women, having 11 women and 5 men enrolled in the CALL course No 1.

And on the other hand, the second group was composed by 19 men and 15 women (ranging from

19 to 34 years of age).

Data Collection Methods

Observing an Online Discussion Forum

We observed during 5 months an online discussion forum that was part of the CALL

class in the FLP. This forum was used by two different groups of CALL students. In the forum,

the students were required to use English to write their messages to their classmates and teacher.
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However, some of the learners used Spanish to interact asynchronously. With the instructor’s

approval, we accessed the forum to gather the participation rates of all the students and the

electronic messages of the four focal students in our study. To get the messages of the focal

students, we accessed the postings of all the students in the educative platform and selected all

the postings from the focal students. Initially we printed out a total of 12 messages from the focal

students for our analysis. Later, however, we realized that we needed more messages because the

first data gathered was not enough to make any claims. We had to dismiss messages that did not

contribute enough to the language interaction between the interlocutors. Examples of dismissed

messages include: “hey hey. Congratulations”, “heyyyyyyyyy so cool thanks”, “teacher

thanks!!”, “i`m hungry”, “vaya coma....jaja”. To compensate for the dismissed messages, we

went back to the forum and retrieved additional messages from the focal students.

Students’ semi-Structured Interviews

In the beginning, we interviewed two of our four focal students about their perceptions of

the course and their interactional behaviors in the forum. We noticed that the answers from the

interviews were irrelevant to our study because the students’ answers drifted away from the

questions we asked. For example, when we asked about their participation in the forum, the

students ended up not responding to the questions and instead speaking about the oral language

abilities of people in the course. To repair the void of interview data, we decided to conduct two

additional semi-structured interviews with the other two focal participants. Although they agreed

to be interviewed, they did not show up to the appointments. The multiple difficulties with the

interviews left us without interview data.

We are aware of the importance of the students’ perceptions about the online discussion

forum, their tasks and their asynchronous interactions for our study. As Patton (1990) explains,
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the interview is an instrument to find out information that the researcher cannot directly observe.

In other words, interviews may allow researchers to find out the participants’ ideas, feelings,

perceptions, special words and expressions they have heard, interesting things that have

happened to them or information about an interesting phenomenon. Unfortunately, in our case,

the participants’ perceptions about their own learning process in CSLE were out of our reach,

even after insisting several times to get this information.

Data Analysis

In this investigation, to gain insights about the characteristics of the language used by our

four TEFL students in the online social forums, we used linguistic text analysis. From the

theoretical background of our study, specifically Susan Herring's research study about online

gendered interactions, we designed a rubric containing the main features that characterize

epistolary and expository texts (See Appendix 1).

We focused our analysis of the messages on determining whether or not the message

included the following elements: The presence of opening and closing conventions, contentful

message, appealing for further interactions, listing of actions in a chronological array,

explanations, points of view and informational facts. For the analysis, we chunked twenty of our

focal participants’ electronic messages into macro-segments according to the criteria proposed

by Herrings (1996) about epistolary and expository texts. After reading our data several times,

we chunked each message by identifying and separating the pieces that corresponded to each

feature and inserting those excerpts from the messages into the rubric. During the data analysis,

we were especially careful with the identification of both the writer and the addressee of the

messages since the gender of both participants in the interaction was a very significant feature of

the analysis.
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The revision of the different features found in the messages allowed us to classify them

as epistolary or expository texts and to infer the purpose of the interaction. For example, the

chunk “I hope you be fine” was identified as language used to build up rapport because with it

Participant Nº 3 expresses her goodwill towards her reader, which builds up a friendly

atmosphere between writer and reader and also makes the interlocutor feel important.

Sometimes we encountered difficulties when coding some messages, because they

presented characteristics of both types of writing. For example, although the rubric indicated that

contentful message is a characteristic of epistolary text, we found that messages that we

considered expository also contained some features of the epistolary text. Fortunately, the design

of our rubric, which contained the different characteristics of both types of writing styles,

allowed us to include those problematic excerpts in the appropriate box and by doing so that

made possible to find interesting facts during the data analysis.

Researcher’s Role

Due to this project`s nature, the researcher`s role will be very significant for the project

itself because it depends of the researcher`s ability to gather real and reliable data, to his/her

analytical skills to analyze the data collected and to his/her critical thinking skills to reflect upon

the different issues that can be found in the investigation. As stated before, qualitative data is

closely connected to the researcher’s role because the part of the qualitative data material which

has a physical existence, i.e., recordings, transcripts and notes, is data as words or conversations,

a kind of data that is intuitively regarded by the researcher. As Fink (2000) explains “when

conducting a qualitative research, the quality of the findings will be based on the researcher’s

ability to represent reality and to provide a proper description of the findings or results to others,

while giving a reasonable presentation and description of data (p. 9)”.
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Research Findings

The Characteristics of Written English in an Online Discussions Forum among four Fourth
Semester TEFL Students

To answer to the research question about the characteristics of our four TEFL

participants´ use of their written language in the forum, we limited our analysis to two discourse

styles: the epistolary and the expository. Within this analytical approach, we found that the two

women and the two men in our study reflected specific patterns of discourse use. As we will

discuss in the following sections, while the two men in our study more prevalently portrayed an

expository writing style, the two women had the tendency to write in an epistolary form in their

messages.

Epistolary Writing more Prevalent among Women

To begin with, the analysis of the text messages sent by our focal students suggests that

our female writers use features of epistolary texts such as opening and closing conventions,

contentful messages, explicit relation to a previous discussion or appealing for further discussion.

Next on, we will show examples of those characteristics present in the messages of our focal

participants.

Presence of Opening and Closing Conventions for Promoting Rapport. The opening and

closing conventions used by our female participants, as well as the language used to encourage

and welcome their  classmates to visit their websites, aimed at creating a feeling of social

relationship between writer and reader.  As it can be observed in the following excerpt from our

data, the female writer, to whom we will refer as Participant N° 1, uses an opening convention

when she begins her message with “Hello!!!” an invitation when she writes “if you want to

see….” And “you can visit my webpage…” and a closing and welcoming convention at the end
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of her message when she says: “I hope you enjoy it”. In this message, it can also be noticed the

use of welcoming language when the female write invites his/her reader to visit her webpage,

using “can” instead of the imperative “visit my web page”. With the use of the auxiliary verb

“can”, the writer makes her message sound soft instead of commanding and it also leaves an

open gate for her classmates to visit her webpage.

Hello!!! If you want to see a reading treasure hunt you can visit my web page which is in
this link http://galeon.com/mylearningspace-lina/index5.htm I hope you enjoy it.

Another example from our female participants’ use of language for promoting rapport

was found in the following message:

Hello. I hope you be fine after we finish the class!!!, I agree today is cold

In this excerpt from our data, an opening convention can be observed at the beginning of

the message, when Participant N° 3 salutates her female addressee with: “Hello”. The female

writer, then, uses language to build up rapport by expressing her goodwill to her reader when she

writes: “I hope you be fine”. At the last of this message, it can also be observed the use of an

emoticon for expressing her feelings in a very informal way. As participants cannot use body

language or facial expressions in virtual environments to communicate their feelings or ideas, it

is usual to use emoticons for conveying them. For example, in this message the female

participant uses a happy face emoticon in place of a closing convention, creating an atmosphere

of friendliness.

Although the use of opening and closing conventions made by our female participants

was very noticeable, the lack of such conventions was clearly observed in the text messages

posted by our male participants. The following excerpt from our data illustrates this point:
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Jennifer if you have a blog is because you`re going to publish a lot of information, some
times it is no true,. but, the idea is that you check it and give your opinion or take notes
about you think (sic) is the most important. it is for public tha (sic) is why you have to pay
attention about what topic you are going to publish. for me it has more advantages than
disadvantages.

This piece of data was the result of a discussion that occurred among the CALL students

around how to use a blog for language learning. Specifically, the teacher asked the students to

state whether the use of blogs had advantages or disadvantages and to post messages expressing

their position to their classmates on the social forum. Jennifer posted a message where she

presented the disadvantages about the use of blogs. Participant Nº 2 replied to Jennifer arguing

that blogs have more advantages than disadvantages. In his reply, Participant Nº 2 reveals that he

does not agree with Jennifer´s position towards blogs. One example where he shows his

disagreement is in the first statement he makes when he writes: “Jennifer if you have a blog is

because you´re going to publish a lot of information…” In this statement, we interpreted that

Participant Nº 2 intended to report his opinion to Jennifer. However, he did not use language to

promote rapport as our female participant did in the previous examples. Instead, his

straightforward writing made this message sound harsh, although he did communicate the

information he wanted. If Participant Nº 2 would have been more aware of the use of language to

create rapport, he could have used language to convey a more polite social interaction, such as,

“Hello, Jennifer”, or “I would disagree with your comments about the disadvantages of using

blogs”. Notice also that participant Nº 2´s text does not present any opening and closing

convention, and as soon as he finished explaining his position, he posted the message to the

forum. Such a sharp ending does not appeal for further interaction and creates a defensive

position in the reader; in fact, that was the end of the discussion thread.

Clarifying Context Through Contentful Messages. Unlike what happens in synchronous
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interaction, where the context of messages is clear for both interlocutors and there are many

implicit references to ideas and concepts previously used in the conversation, asynchronous

interaction in on line discussion forums is characterized by the inclusion of the topic the message

will deal with or the reason for writing it.

This characteristic has been observed both in the messages posted by our female and

male participants. Such a characteristic may be explained by the participants’ need to clarify the

context in which their ideas or contributions must be read. Probably, the participants feel that the

time passed since the task or the discussion started has, in some way, modified the context, and

that is the reason why they try to remind the reader about the topic they will write about.

On the one hand, we could observe the inclusion of the reason for writing the message in

the body of the electronic messages sent by our female participants. The following sample from

our data exemplifies this point:

you can visit my web page which is in this link http://galeon.com/mylearningspace-
lina/index5.htm.

Here, Participant N° 1 is sending this message as a reply to a task set by the CALL

teacher, for which the students have to post the address of the web page they have created.

Instead of just posting the web address, we can notice that she is implicitly including the reason

for her message when she says: “you can visit my web page (…)”. This participant uses an

implicit form to indicate the reason for her message. A more explicit form for this same message

could have been “I´m writing this message so that you can see my website…”

Another example of contentful messages found in our female`s messages is illustrated as

follows:

http://galeon.com/mylearningspace-lina/index5.htm
http://galeon.com/mylearningspace-lina/index5.htm
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there are alot of advantages that blogs have

Regardless of the fact that she is answering to a forum called Advantages of Blogs, it can

be observed that Participant Nº 3 includes in her message the topic of the task.

On the other hand, though contentful messages are a characteristic of epistolary texts, we

can also observe it in a message posted by a male participant. The following samples were taken

from an electronic message posted by Participant N° 2 (male) and they illustrate our point:

(…) to improve my language lerning (sic), l go to (...)”, “the pages that l recomend (sic) to
improve our English are: (…)

This message is a response to a task set by the teacher specifically asking students to

comment on the strategies that they use to improve their language learning and to recommend

some very useful web pages for improving their language skills. As it can be observed,

Participant N° 2 includes explicitly in his message the topic he is going to deal with.

Appealing for Further Discussion as a Way of Creating Rapport. Encouraging readers to

reply to their messages or continue the interaction was another characteristic we found in our two

female`s electronic messages. Perhaps, the welcoming use of language by our female participants

might have encouraged or motivated other students to reply to them. In other words, we found

that our two female participants appealed for further discussions or interactions in their

messages, applying a welcoming language that created rapport among the CALL students and

teacher. This excerpt from our data is clear example of it:

we will appreciate your help
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In this example of appealing for further discussion(s) or interaction(s), Participant Nº 1

leaves an open gate for her CALL teacher to reply and to provide some guidance about a task

that the female participant was performing. Participant Nº 1 is not harshly demanding help but

politely trying to convey that help will be “appreciated”. With this statement, she is more

successful receiving feedback from her CALL teacher than if she just said: “I have a problem. I

need help…” Lastly, it can be observed the inclusion of a picture as means of saying “bye”.

Probably, the teacher could have felt more inclined to help her than if she has just demanded

help. In fact, there was a predominant-female interaction thread around this point.

In the same way as with Participant Nº 1, Participant Nº 3 also appeals for further

discussions or interactions in her messages. The following piece from our data illustrates this

point:

Dear friend, your page is pretty you make (sic) a good effort in it. Maybe you can help me
design (sic) mine. Write soon

In this other female message, after the opening and welcoming salutation: “Dear friend”,

Participant Nº 3 expresses her appreciation towards a webpage that was designed by a fellow

student when she says: “your page is pretty you made a good effort in it”. Then, Participant Nº 3

uses her target language in a very soft manner for convey support to design her webpage by

writing: “maybe you can help me designing mine”. At the last part of her message, Participant Nº

3 appeals for further interaction or support by saying: “Write soon”. Lastly, a happy face

emoticon can be noticed in the function of a closure or a re-strength of the social relationship

between writer and reader.
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It was very interesting to observe that soon after Participant Nº 3 posted her message to

the forum postings, she received a reply from a female student with support to design her

webpage. Thus, her appealing for further interaction or support had positive effects on her

classmates since she received a classmate`s support to accomplish her task.

Expository Writing more Frequent Among Men

While female writers use features of epistolary text, male writers use features of

expository text such as listing actions in a chronological array, providing explanations, expresing

points of view and providing facts in order to inform.

Listing Actions in a Chronological Array as a Way of Reporting Ideas. Male writers tend

to report explicitly in their messages the logical organization of their ideas. This characteristic is

marked by the use of numbers, sequential words and connectors as for instance: 1, 2, 3…, first,

secondly, then, finally… As it can be observed in the following example from Participant Nº 4,

this characteristic is very noticeable in his messages:

1-well, I have to tell you that we had the idea in our minds, but also we search on internet
for basing our ideas, and only had the problem with the picture. finally we can say that it
was a good exercise and i learnt a lot of things in this course 2-I liked two treasure hunts
katerine`s treasure hunt, because it showed the human parts, besides it had good questions
and activities. constanza`s treasure [sic] hunt, because i think that is very important that
everybody knows how to use the condom, besides she used a good pictures and good
colors.

At the beginning of this electronic message, it can be noticed a listing action for

providing information or opinions in a sequential or chronological order when the male writer

precedes his statements with “1” and “2”. The use of a sequential word can also be observed in

this electronic message in the use of: “finally”.
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Another example of male participants’ listing actions can be noticed in the following

example provided by Participant Nº 2:

1- to improve my language lerning [sic], l go to the internet and l look for different
English's programs that can help me in all basic skills: speaking, reading [sic], writing
and listening, although [sic] l don't have a computer in my house with internet that isn't
difficult for me l go to computers in the university or l pay internet by my house. 2- the
pages that l recomend  [sic]  to improve our English are:
http://www.languageguide.org/eng here you can select the language that you want.

Here again, as it was observed in Participant Nº 4, Participant Nº 2 starts his message

with a listing action when he says: “1-to improve (…)” and further develops the organization of

his message by including “2-” in front of his second idea.

The use of this kind of writing may help the students to organize their ideas in a logical

way in order to report them clearly to his audience or maybe they feel that using this kind of

listing actions it is clear that they covered all the points included in the tasks and that the

numbers help to separate one idea from the next. It can be observed that Participants N°4 and

N°2 were straight to the point in their messages; they did not make any efforts to lengthen the

interchange of communication and they did not use language for creating rapport, but focused on

reporting their ideas.

The use of listing actions in a chronological array was not found in our female`s

messages. The following sample from our data illustrates this point:

I think that some topics are very difficult for children in some blogs. They can not develop
their knowledge because blogs do not have a good explanation that they need. It is very
difficult to keep it updated because some people do not have a Pc at home or internet.
Have a nice day

If this female participant would have wanted to use listing actions for reporting her ideas

in a logical sequence, she could have written, for instance: “I think that some topics are very
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difficult for children in some blogs, because in the first place blogs cannot develop (…) and in

the second place it is very difficult to keep it updated (…)”.

Providing Explanations as Means of Supporting Opinions. When analyzing our main

participants` electronic messages, it was noticed that in most of our male participants’ messages,

there was a more explanatory content than in the female participants’ postings. Our male focal

students included in the text of their electronic messages reasons for their opinions, detailed

information and explanations. The following excerpt from our data exemplifies this finding:

I have to tell you that we had the idea in our minds, but also we search on internet for
basing our ideas, and only had the problem with the picture.

As it can be observed in this message, Participant No 2 gives a brief explanation about

how he designed his treasure hunt when he includes the steps his group followed when designing

their work. As we can see, he goes as far as including not only the successful procedures but also

those that presented problems. We can observe that the writer’s intention in this message seems

to inform in detail his audience of the process and problems they had with the task.

This characteristic from expository texts was also noticed in Participant Nº 4`s messages.

Here is a sample that illustrates this point:

Constanza`s treasure hunt, because i think that is very important that everybody knows how to
use the condom, besides she used a good pictures [sic] and good colors

As it can be observed in this message, Participant Nº 4 explains why he especially liked

one of his classmates’ treasures hunts and gives specific reasons. It can be noticed the use of

logical connectors to introduce his explanation when he writes “because” in front of his point of

view about the importance of knowing how to use condoms. As it can be seen, he expands his

explanation by including different aspects of the treasure hunt. He doesn’t stop at the topic but
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enriches his message when he includes opinions about technical elements as use of pictures and

colors. Notice also the use of “besides” to emphasize the addition of some other ideas.

Expressing Points of View Directly. The analysis of our male and female participants’

written messages showed that male participants tended to express their opinions and points of

view in a very straightforward way. This characteristic can be observed in the following sample

from a male participants’ message:

we [sic] can say that it was a good exercise and i [sic] learnt a lot of things in this course.

As it can be noticed in this message, Participant Nº 4 gives his own point of view about

the treasure hunt task assigned by his CALL facilitator-teacher by writing: “it was a good

exercise and (…)”. The male writer also gives his personal opinion or point of view about what

he thought was good for him in his CALL course by saying: “I learnt a lot of things in this

course”.

Another example of our male participants expressing points of view can be noticed in the

following electronic messages from Participant Nº 2:

there [sic] is an aspect that l do not like in the class (the classroom)

In this other message, Participant Nº 2 does not hesitate to say what he did not like about

his CALL class. He could have chosen a softener way of expressing his opinion, by saying for

instance, “I would have preferred…”, “I think the setting should be improved…”, “the course

could be improved if …”, “if would be a good idea if…” However, he goes straight to the point,

without losing any time and states his opinion strongly when he says “I don’t like”. As we can
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see from his message he is criticizing the classroom setting which is an auditorium but has very

poor acoustic conditions and he cannot listen very well to the facilitator-teacher.

Our female participants on the other hand tried to soften their opinions by taking an

indirect way to express them or avoiding judgmental or strong adjectives. The following piece

from our data exemplifies this finding:

Well, I think your arguments are valid but you have to realize that nowadays not all
students have a computer at home or maybe they do have but without a conexion [sic].
This really may be a kind of problem or 'excuse' for those who don't have any of both
computer or internet. However, if the task was told with enough amount of time so there
would be no excuse for not submit [sic] the task assigned. Have a nice day!

In the beginning of her message, participant Nº 1 acknowledges the validity of her

interlocutor’s point of view before stating her own opinion by saying “I think your arguments are

valid but (…).” For this participant, the difficulties for accessing a computer or getting an

internet connection diminish the advantages of blogs.

The whole message could have been expressed in a shorter and direct way by saying

something like “I think your arguments are valid but remember that not all students have a

computer at home or internet connection”. However, as it can be noticed she does not follow

such a direct path, but tries to soften the fact that she finds arguments against her interlocutor’s

positive opinion. Her persuasive tone can be noticed in the following sentence “but you have to

realize that nowadays not all students have a computer at home or maybe they do have but

without a connection. This really may be a kind of problem or 'excuse' for those who (…)”.

It is also interesting to notice that she herself lessens the weight of her own opinion by

providing a solution that would avoid the problem that she presented before by saying: “

However, if the task was told with enough amount of time so there would be no excuse for not
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submit the task assigned”. The whole message transmits the feeling that the writer did not want

to openly contradict her interlocutor and uses all the resources at hand to soften her own opinion.

When analyzing our focal participants` electronic messages, we were able to identify the

gender of the participants by their particular use of discourse features found in their use of the

language. For example, when we were analyzing the messages posted by our focal students we

could infer the gender of the writer, because of their particular way of writing and expressing

their opinions, ideas, agreements, disagreements, doubts or inquiries.

Providing Facts in order to Inform. Providing facts in order to inform readers was

another characteristic of language use we found in our male participants’ messages. Due to the

limitations of this study, in which we focused only on four participants’ messages, a single

instance of this pattern was found:

l don't have a computer in my house with internet that isn't difficult for me l go to
computers in the university or l pay internet by my house[sic]

This message was written by Participant N°4 as a response to a task set by the teacher in

which students had to comment on the advantages and disadvantages of using ICT. As we can

see, the participant does not stop at the task set by the teacher, but goes further by explaining his

personal situation in relation with the use of computers for language learning and provides the

reader with specific facts “l don't have a computer in my house (…)”, “l go to computers in the

university (…)”, “l pay internet at cibernets” that give the audience concrete information about

his living and learning conditions.
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This characteristic was not observed in the messages written by any of our female

participants. They just comply with the specific instruction and gave indirect opinions, but did

not provide in their messages specific facts to inform their audience.

Women-to-women Interaction Pattern more Prevalent in the Online Discussion Forum

From the observations of two groups of CALL undergraduate students who were using a

social forum, we found that women are more likely to interact asynchronously with other female

counterparts than with their male counterparts. We counted how many messages were written by

female students in each CALL group, and also to whom the messages were addressed to.

As shown in the chart below, the most evident pattern for group N° 1 in the forum

postings was the women-to-women interaction pattern.

Chart No 1:

As we can see in this chart the women-to-women interaction pattern had the highest

percentage rate (80, 95%). The other interaction patterns, women to men (14, 28%) and men to

women (4, 76%), did not reach such a representative rate. As it is shown in the graphic, in this

group there were no men to men interactions. Nevertheless, if one takes into consideration that

this particular group of CALL students was conformed by 11 women and 5 men, then it is not

surprising to find these percentage rates. However, it is possible to suggest that there are
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differences in the use of language that may cause those participants of the same sex feel more

comfortable interacting among themselves than with participants from the opposite sex. That is,

the women studied in this project used their target language in such a way that it may encourage

other women to reply to them. We where led to this interpretations by the number of electronic

messages replied by women to other women (see appendix Nº 2) in group Nº 1 because it

supported personal characteristics of female written texts (motivation, encouragement or

confidence for addressing their classmates) which plays an important role in the patterns of

interaction.

Similar to the first CALL group, the second CALL group showed that the percentage of

the women-to-women interaction pattern was also the highest, as shown below:

Chart No 2:

The second group was conformed by 19 men and 15 women. Although there were more

male students in this group than in the first group, the women-to-women interaction pattern was

also the highest with a 41, 17% of messages interchanged. This pattern was followed by the men-

to-men interaction pattern (29, 4%). Finding similar patterns across the two groups of CALL

students was interesting to us. These patterns make us wonder what possible reasons could

explain the fact that in this forum, same-gender interactions happened more than cross-gender
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interactions. All participants saw the postings of their classmates on the forum, to which they had

freedom to reply to. Our analysis shows that women preferred to respond to women and men

preferred to respond to men. One explanation for these numbers can be rooted in the language

presented by the participants in the forum. Responses from one gender to the other could be

triggered by the message expressed by the writer (e.g., explicit encouragement to visit their

website).

We suspect that another possible explanation for the pattern could stem from one

situation that occurred in one asynchronous interaction. After noticing that several female

students were actively engaged in responding asynchronously to their classmates, the teacher -

who is also female-, posted a message on the forum praising the girls for their written

contributions. We noticed that shortly after the teacher´s posting, a chain of messages started

showing up in the forum. Interestingly, an overwhelming number of messages came from the

female participants in the class. Only one male student replied to the female-dominant

contributions. According to this, it is possible to suggest that the teacher´s written

encouragement which was targeted directly to the girls and it may have triggered a response that

could be explained by the motivation of the female students to respond to the female teacher.

A last interesting fact to comment is that, although the men-to-men interaction pattern did

not appear in group N° 1, it was the second in importance in group N° 2 (see appendix Nº 3).

Although the composition of the groups could have had some influence on it, (Group N° 1 was

composed only by a 31.25% of men while they represented the 55.88% of group N°2) probably

personal characteristics of the students (shyness, affective filter, social relationships among them,

technological abilities, confidence…) should be considered.
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Discussion of the Findings

The data collection and analysis for this project was guided by the following research

question:

What characterizes the written language used by four fourth-semester TEFL students when
interacting asynchronously in a Computer-Assisted Language Learning course?

We planned the discussion of the findings to address this question in three different

sections. In the first section, we will address the characterizations of our female participants’ use

of the target language for promoting rapport by discussing their writing style, which applied

features of epistolary texts. In the second part, we will discuss the expository writing style used

by our male participants, which is intended more to give report than to build rapport. In the last

section, we will discuss an unexpected aspect found in this study that shows that asynchronous

interaction in online social forums is more likely to involve participants from the same gender

than participants from opposite sexes.

Rapport Function more Noticeable among Female Participants

Our data revealed that Participant Nº 1 and Participant Nº 3 applied an epistolary writing

style that seemed to create (whether purposefully or not) a strong relationship among women.

That is, we found that our female`s electronic messages posted and replied on the online social

forum applied features of epistolary texts, and that the inclusion of those features, whether

purposefully done or not, may have functioned as an encouragement for getting replies from

other women because they may have felt identified with participants who use the English

language in a similar way to their own.

The two female participants observed applied their written language in a confident, social

or interactive way, using endearment words such as dear, pretty, nice, friend, etc., pictures,
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emoticons, suspense periods and exclamation marks that made their texts very lively. As Brown

and Levinson (1987) quoted by Hatipoğlu (2006) explain “expressions such as dear, friends or

colleague are described as indicators of in-group membership (P.35)”. The use of language

observed in our female writers suggests that they feel the importance of fostering group feelings

when interacting through CMC tools as their messages tend to include this kind of in-group

indicators that can be seen in addressing people by their Christian names or the use of

expressions such as “dear friend” or “colleague”.

Our focal female participants also promoted confidence in readers and made them feel

welcome to reply by including in their messages conventions and expressions that implicitly or

explicitly appealed for further interactions.

Another characteristic of our female participants’ use of language for promoting rapport,

which is very interesting was their particular use of opening and closing conventions for

expressing courtesy and for strengthening the social-relationship between writer and reader.

Opening conventions such as salutations are the key parts of welcoming language in

which the writer fosters his/her relationships with the reader. As Hatipoğlu (2006) states, “in

written interaction, salutations are described as the units in which writers establish their

relationships with the audience, and as the parts that provide important interpretative clues for a

proper comprehension of the body of the letter (p.34)”.

Establishing relationships with their interlocutors seems to have been of great importance

for our female participants, as we found a great variety and presence of opening conventions in

most of their messages. This was a remarkable characteristic of female writing discourse,

whether addressing male or female participants.
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If salutations are the units that help writers to establish social relationships with their

readers, closings and leave-takings are the sections in which the relationship between the two

interlocutors is re-established or strengthened. In other words, closings or farewells are supposed

to enhance the keeping-in touch function of the writer and reader.

From a sociolinguistic perspective, it can be pointed out that the epistolary messages

written by our two female participants had the purpose of fostering social-relationships or

building rapport. Our study showed that our female participants were more successful than their

male counterparts in receiving replies to their messages from other classmates (especially female

participants), feedback from their CALL teacher and classmates’ support for carrying on

academic tasks. These facts point out at the importance of being aware of language use for

building rapport when joining a particular learning community in an online discussion forum.

This finding relates to the findings by Tannen (1991) quoted by Herrings (2006) that

male writers prefer to use language in the report function and female writers in the rapport

function. In other words, in CSLE men are more likely to produce informative communication

texts and women are more likely to produce interactive interpersonal communication texts that

men. In addition, this finding also provides significant support to the stereotype that male users

are concerned mainly with the exchange of information, while female users send e-mails

principally to promote and to maintain interpersonal relationships (Herrings, 1996).

However, due to the special characteristics of the social forum observed which had two

different aims (social relationships and academic demands) our findings differ slightly from

Tannen’s (1991) and Herrings’ (1996) studies. Though it is true that we can find among the

females’ messages those aiming at fostering social relationships, what is specially remarkable is
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that our female participants also write messages that provide significant information i.e.,

contentful messages; nevertheless, they seem to keep always in mind the social relationship

involved in interchanging communication with other people and include salutations, farewells

and conventions to make their interlocutor feel important, welcome, …

In other words, though report function may be found in both male and female

participants, but more prevalent in male participants, rapport function is only noticeable in our

female participants what makes them more successful at interacting in social forums. Taking into

account that interacting as much as possible is one of the ways of improving communicative

competence; this finding is of great significance because it shows how the female participants

may be creating more opportunities for the development of their communicative competences.

Report Function more Prevalent among Male Participants

The two male participants we observed in the online social forum applied an expository

writing style that in most occasions intended to inform or report. In other words, our male

participants’ electronic messages were more information oriented compared with those of

women’s messages, which were more socially oriented. It was observed that our male

participants’ messages were informative, persuasive and explanatory. Male messages were also

straight to the point when giving opinions and showed very often the explicit inclusion of logical

sequences, listing words and numbers.

It is interesting to observe that in some occasions our male participants’ use of language

present an aggressive attitude towards the reader, what discourages the interlocutor from

answering and sets the reader on the defensive. Our male participants’ use of language also

skipped formalities such as opening and closing conventions, appealing for further interactions
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or any other kind of welcoming or polite language what made their writing style seem harsh

when compared to that of our female participants’ that was more successful at creating rapport or

building in-group membership.

The findings from our study lead us to think that the different use of language done by

each gender is a determining factor for the number and frequency of interactions among

participants in an online social forum.

Asynchronous Interaction more Likely to Involve Participants from the Same Gender

The analysis of the messages and the patterns of interaction found in the online social

forum studied revealed that the women and men observed in our study may have felt more

comfortable when interacting asynchronously with people from their same gender or societal

group.

From a sociolinguistic perspective, when talking about the rules or conventions for

ordering the relations between societal groups, Hymes (1989) explains that those relations

depend on several factors such as social class, age, level of formality, gender, identity, race,

group membership, power, religion or kinship.

Our analysis of the interaction patterns found in the messages posted by our focal

students in the online social forum seems to confirm that language use is closely related to

gender and that it is a determining element that fosters the feeling of membership to a female or

male discussion group and that it triggers or diminishes asynchronous participation in CSLE.

This finding might explain why our female participants were more successful at receiving replies

from their female counterparts that from their male counterparts.
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This findings aligns with Lawlor`s (2006) findings that the epistolary messages written

by women provide more opportunities for interacting with other female users than with male

users. Again, this phenomenon might be attributed in grand part to general characteristics of the

female participants’ use of written language.

Maybe, due to the characteristics of our female participants’ use of language and content,

men in our study might not have felt comfortable enough for interacting, discussing or

participating in the female predominant-discussion group. In fact, although the men-to-men

interaction pattern was not present in group N° 1 (a female-predominant group), it was the

second in importance in group N° 2 (a group conformed mainly by men).

Although the findings from Herring`s study (2006) showed that in CSLE men present

higher participation rates than women, our study does not support that fact. It was observed that

our female participants presented a higher participation rate than our male participants. The

analysis of the students’ participation rates revealed different results for the two groups of CALL

students that were observed. Group Nº 1, composed by a 68, 7 % of women and 31.2 % of men

presented a higher female participation rate (77.5%) than Group 2, which was composed by a 44,

1 % of women and 56, 9% of men and which presented only a 29% of male participation.

In group Nº1, each woman posted in average 6.2 messages opposite to average registered

by each man that was 4.1 messages. In group Nº2, each woman posted in average 3.33 messages

opposite to the average registered by each man that was of 3.1 messages.

It could also be argued that such a high number of female students in group Nº1 may

have encouraged women to participate more often than men because they felt comfortable

posting  in medium in which their use of language was the predominant style found.
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Instructional and Research Implications

Instructional Implications

Taking as a starting point that language is learnt through communication and social

interaction, participation in online discussion forums is a tool that increases learners’

opportunities for practicing the target language and thus, their communicative competence.

When participating in an online discussion forum, language learners can be less affected by

constraints of oral interaction such as waiting time, turn taking, spontaneous articulation of ideas

or opinion, maintaining the flow of the conversation and fear to interrupt or of being interrupted.

What is more, using CMC tools generates less nervousness about being evaluated by the

interlocutors and learners do not need to be concerned with issues such as pronunciation,

intonation or hesitation.

Our data revealed that students from both genders felt comfortable when interacting in

the online social forum. However, the interaction rates were not balanced. In the female

predominant group, the participation rate for women was significantly higher than that of men.

From this fact we can suggest that teacher’s mediation is a very important factor for regulating

balanced participation in online learning environments. Teachers must be able to decide how

many students to put into a group and which students to put together. Teachers need to realize

that since there is a strong possibility that participants from the same gender interact mainly

among themselves, having an unbalanced classroom in terms of gender composition decreases

the possibilities of interaction for the minority gender.

Teachers also have to realize that teaching social conventions such as rules of courtesy in

learners may facilitate positive peer-interaction during cooperative learning as well as during

other classroom activities. How successful people can be in terms of communication and
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interaction in an online social forum depends greatly on the way in which they are able to create

and maintain a warm relationship with other participants through their use of language. Teachers

should make students aware of social convention rules that tacitly govern interaction and

contribute to a friendly atmosphere, and thus tend to enhance communication in virtual

environments. Students should also understand that creating rapport with other participants is

essential in a medium in which the image of the participant is built from the language that s/he

uses.

It is always important to be aware of language use, but especially so in online social

forums where the only chance at making a good impression leans on the use of language. In face

to face interaction, one can always soften or strengthen one's utterances by proper use of facial

expressions, body language, intonation... However, in on line social forums “you are what you

write (Odin, 1997, p. 4)”. Language is powerful and it has the task of conveying all the

information on its own, without help from other paralinguistic elements that could clarify the

speaker’s intention. That is why teachers should help students to be aware of this fact so they

become conscious of the power of written language and can use appropriate rules of behavior in

virtual environments or paralinguistic elements available for them like emoticons, capital letters

and animations to support meaning in their electronic messages.

Another instructional implication has to do with the fact that it is possible to detect

gender from writing style. Students must be made aware of this in order for them to be able to

hide their sex or portray it accurately. Although academic forums as the one from the CALL

course are safe environments for students to interact asynchronously, they are also a training for

real life situations. The anonymity of virtual environments is both an advantage and a potential

risk for people who interact in this kind of spaces. On the one hand, anonymity allows freedom
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for expressing points of view, disagreements, and feelings without fear of losing face, so they are

especially useful for introvert students who do not easily engage in face to face interactions.

Nonetheless, this anonymity also becomes a disadvantage as unscrupulous people may disguise

their real characteristics by using language to portray another person. This implies a great

responsibility for teachers, not only EFL teachers but teachers in general, who should warn their

students of this possibility and help them to develop safe internet practices.

Due to the fact that Technology moves so fast, it would be appropriate to look ahead

towards the future and to provide future language learners with the capabilities and abilities to

face our shifting society. In doing so, it is very important that facilitators understand how to

explore new technologies such as computers for teaching-learning purposes, while identifying

and planning when they should be used. It is very important that EFL teachers are able to use,

adapt, or apply new teaching strategies related to the use of multimedia tools in their classrooms

settings in order to provide learners not only with new methods and opportunities for developing

their communicative competences but also with the technological competences that they will

need to interact in the XXI century society.

In considering implications for EFL teachers it is recommendable that syllabuses and

lesson plans include opportunities for peer-interactions or collaborative learning. There are; for

instance, several ways to encourage students to interact with each other in a virtual medium; the

idea is to be creative and to stimulate spontaneous and voluntary online interactions.

Nonetheless, productive online interactions will not happen instantly, they have to be carefully

planned. Here are some recommendations that may help to have a productive online interaction,

as shown below:
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1. Set up a threaded discussion asking open-ended questions that require learners to respond

and to share their background knowledge with issues related to the course content and

objectives.

2. Ask students to reply at least three open-ended questions to male and female classmates.

3. Encourage experimentation, critical thinking, multiple perspectives, complex

understanding and reflection for diverse points of view.

4. Provide frequent opportunities for asynchronous interactions to the students.

5. Take into consideration all kind of learners’ interactions.

6. Provide timely and supportive feedback to the learners.

7. Create an online learning community in which the learners feel that the tutor really likes

being online and that sh/e wants to spend some time interacting with them.
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Research Implications

First of all, since the literature on CMC tools is still young and does not provide enough

information about TEFL students` communicative competence, future research should focus on

further exploring issues of communicative competence in online discussion forums. Particularly,

future researcher should explore the development of communicative competence through CMC

tools among EFL learners being aware of asynchronous interactions among male and female

participants.

It is also recommendable for future research to explore TEFL learners’ communicative

competences not only in online discussion forums, but in chats, messenger or Twitters (a free

micro-blogging service that allows users to send text messages “tweets”, of a maximum length of

140 characters. The sending of these messages can be realized either by a Twitter's web site or

via SMS --short message service-- from a mobile telephone or from instantaneous messenger

company programs). Since today`s generations – also known as “native digitals”-- are using

these technological tools for communication purposes every time, it would be interesting to

explore how the use of these technological tools impact the learners` written language for social

communication and their influence in the learners` development of their communicative

competences…

Through our study, we were able to distinguish characteristics of our focal participants’

use of language for social communication, and were able to interpret their intended meanings by

analyzing written features included in the messages. However, due to the fact that we ended up

with fewer participants than we initially intended to, we were unable to collect a great amount of

data to analyze all of the features of expository and epistolary texts provided by Herrings (1996).

That is why we limited our study to the presence of opening and closing conventions, contentful
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message, appealing for further interactions, listing of actions in a chronological array,

explanations, points of view and informational facts. We suggest researchers who may be

interested in further researching written language use through CMC tools such as online

discussion forums to extend the amount of participants in the investigation to at least 10 or more

participants. The data deriving from more participants may provide researchers with more

material to make more generalizable statements about the participant`s communicative written

competence.

As a final note on the research implications, if we were to conduct this study for a second

time, we would try using online surveys in addition to interviews. Our experience with

interviews in this study was undesirable. The major problem we had was that our participants

seldom showed up to the interviews. As a result our interview data was not rich. Online surveys

could be also explored as an alternative or additional method to interviews. Online surveys may

have the advantage of not having to engage with the researcher in a face-to-face interaction.

Online surveys also offer the convenience to participants to fill out the information at their own

time and pace. Thus, online surveys might alleviate the problem for researchers of participants

not showing up at interview appointments.
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Conclusion

According to the findings of this study, it can be concluded that our female participants’

use of written English was marked by the inclusion of epistolary features, while our male

participants writing style was mainly expository. Men showed a marked preference for the use of

language in the report function while women portrayed a strong inclination for the rapport

function. From a sociolinguistic point of view, it can be concluded that our two female

participants used written language to build rapport while our two male participants focused on

giving report.

It can also be concluded that the women in the online social forum we observed preferred

to interact asynchronously with other female counterparts. This phenomenon may be partly

attributed to the way in which women used their written language. In other words, it can be

concluded that women in the online social forum were more likely to interact asynchronously

with other female counterparts than with their male counterparts because female`s messages

tended to be soft and socially oriented and because the women’s messages did not seek to get

involved in an argument, as men`s messages tended to be.

Furthermore, we conclude that language students can benefit from online discussion

forums by debating current and real-world issues as they happen, by exchanging information, by

carrying out collaborative tasks with their classmates and by interacting and discussing social,

academic or labor issues. Throughout the use of online discussion forums language students can

develop autonomy and responsibility, foster social relationships, collaborative learning and

awareness of the real world out and of the multicultural diversity it holds. What is more, online

discussion forums can promote confidence as they do not require learners to be engaged into a
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face-to-face interaction. For this reasons, it is very important that EFL teacher be able to use and

apply new teaching strategies related to the use of ICT tools inside their classrooms settings.

In a globalized world, education must provide new citizens with communicative skills,

flexible enough for the academic, technological and productive changes that our society faces

nowadays. To meet these challenges, “individuals will not only need a considerable base of

significant knowledge, but most importantly, a great capacity to implement them properly to the

constant changes and the complexity of today's world (UNESCO, 1996)”.

Finally, for the citizens of the XXI century, being able to communicate in a foreign

language is not enough anymore. They must also possess technological skills that allow them to

participate efficiently in the new communicative environments mediated by computers. Online

social forums may be a useful space in which to provide practice for students both in the use of

technological tools and in the different aspects of communicative competence in a foreign

language.
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Appendices

Appendix Nº 1

Rubric for  analyzing electronic messages in an online discussion forum:
Student: Electronic message: Expository or informative text: Epistolary or interactive text:

It provides facts in order to inform. It has presence of
opening and closing
conventions.

It lists events in a sequential order. It relates to a previous
discourse or interaction.

It provides explanations. It appeals to continue
with the discussion or
interaction.

The topic is well addressed. It presents a contentful
message.

The text is accurate and unbiased.
It uses a scholarly third person tone.

Appendix Nº2

GENERAL ANALYSIS OF THE FORUM POSTINGS, REPLIES AND INTERACTIONAL RATES
FOR GROUP Nº 1

Total amount of electronic
messages posted:

Messages posted as
replies:

Interactional rates: Total:

Women: 69 Women to women: 17 17/21x100%
80.95%

Men: 20 Women to men: 3 3/21x100%
14.28%

Men to women: 1 1/21x100% 4.762%
Men to men: 0 0/21x100% 0%

Total = 89 Total = 21
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Appendix Nº 3

GENERAL ANALYSIS OF THE FORUM POSTINGS, REPLIES AND INTERACTIONAL RATES
FOR GROUP Nº 2

Total amount of electronic
messages posted:

Messages posted as
replies:

Interactional rates: Total:

Women: 45 Women to women: 7 7/17x100%
41.17%

Men: 63 Women to men: 2 2/17x100%
11.7%

Men to women: 3 3/17x100% 17.64%
Men to men: 5 5/17x100% 29.4%

Total = 108 Total = 17
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